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CIMA publications
The following publications can be downloaded from the Resources section of the CIMA website www.cimaglobal.com
Adams, C.; Frost, G. 2006. Accounting for ethical, social, environmental and economic issues: towards an integrated approach. CIMA Research Executive Summaries Series.
Bebbington, J. 2006. Accounting for sustainable development performance. CIMA Research Executive Summary

Insight articles
CIMA Insight articles can be viewed on the CIMA website at: www.cimaglobal.com/insight
Cooper, T. Towards a sure standard for sustainability. CIMA Insight, November 2003
Kellas, J. Do new emission trading standards make sense? CIMA Insight, July 2003
Simons, P. Accountants save water and tax as droughts worsen. CIMA Insight, August 2006
Starovic, D. Increase your profits with environmental management accounting. CIMA Insight, March 2003
A balanced approach to sustainability. CIMA Insight, February 2004

Other articles
CIMA members can obtain articles on this topic from the Business Source Corporate database which can be found in the Professional Development section of the CIMA website.

Articles (continued)

Books
Books (continued)


Websites

The Environment Agency – Business and industry section

Identifies some of the key sources of information that will assist businesses in building a business case and implementing environmental accounting.

www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business

Centre for Social and Environmental Accounting Research (CSEAR)

A networking institution which gathers and disseminates information about the practice and theory of social and environmental accounting and reporting.

www.st-andrews.ac.uk/management/csear